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1. Introduction 
Traffic modeling mainly in pedestrian dynamic study has become among the most interesting fields found in 

transportation science. The modeling or experimental study in evacuation processes for various condition are 

considers as one of the research focuses covers in pedestrian dynamic field. However, it is not an easy task to study 

the pedestrian evacuation processes which is considered as a complex model to many researchers due to the human 

unique behaviours toward awareness of danger or panic cause by incidents. Therefore, it is hard to capture a normal 

pedestrian flow during evacuation for study purposes. Furthermore, a real-world experiment on evacuation process is 

nearly impossible. This fact motivated researchers to carry out their studies in this field using different modeling 

methods in order to developed simulation systems for studying pedestrian behavior during evacuation process.  

Recently, there are various literature reports found on modeling crowd movements that deal with disaster events. 

Many researchers from variety of disciplines have been successfully used to study the problem on this area and 

obtained fruitful results. Numerous models have been developed and applied in engineering and also building design 

[1]. A few of these are the particle flow model [2-4], Social Force Model (SFM) [5-9] and Cellular automata (CA) 

[10-19]. Furthermore, there are some researchers carry out the experiments in order to test these models validity 

[3, 4, 15]. In summary, more complex human behaviors such as pedestrian interaction among themselves, building 

and environments during evacuation are able to be imitated by nowadays developed models [16]. Some of these 

human behavior shown are jamming transition [20], “faster-is-slower” effect [21], pedestrian counter-flow that 

created lane formation [20, 22] and going along with crowd behavior [15, 16]. Indeed, researcher still shown their 

particularly interested in CA model among many other simulation methods. This is because CA model is able to 

model both collective and individual behaviors of pedestrian dynamics that can be observed experimentally using its 

simple computation which instead described by other as complex models [10, 11, 13-16]. 

In numerous CA evacuation models, one of the main concerns is the pedestrian selection for exiting route. 

Furthermore, the main factor that affecting pedestrian exit route selection were pedestrian density at the exit area 

[16] that rarely state by early researchers. Thus, the mentioned problem will be studies in this work using simulation 

and comparing it with the experiment. Additionally, majority of the past researches focuses on making a more 

realistic model with pedestrians are moving in uni-direction and fixing the building as a single simplify rectangular 

room [4, 13, 15, 23, 24]. 

Abstract: An existing dynamic cellular automaton (CA) model is modified for simulating the hallway area 

evacuation experiment. In this proposed model, some basic parameters that plays and important role in 

evacuation process such as human psychology and pedestrian density around exits are considered. From the 

simulation and experimental results obtained, it shows that the modification provides a reasonable improvement 

as pedestrian also tends to select exit route according to occupant density around the exits area besides 

considering the spatial distance to exits. The studies on pedestrian density effects on speed during the evacuation 

process are performed. Comparison for both the experiment and simulation results verifies that the proposed 

model is able to effectively reproduce the experiment. The proposed CA model improvement is valuable for more 

extensive application study and aid the architectural design to increase public safety. Hence, we conclude our 

paper by presenting some of the application from the proposed model in conjunction to forecast the particular 

adjustment to the hallway area that would improve the output of the model. 
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In this paper, a hallway area is described and simulated using the proposed CA model. From the simulation and 

experiment results shows that pedestrian density around exit area affects their exit route selection behavior and the 

proposed model can effectively reproduced the experiment. In addition, the outlines of this paper can be described as 

follows: the static floor field model for determine pedestrian pre-movement are briefly described in Section 2; 

Section 3 introduced the proposed dynamic CA model with impatient degree; For Section 4, the discussion on the 

results of simulations are provided. Finally, we conclude our finding in Section 5.  

 

2. Preliminaries  
The model is described as a room represented by a bi-dimensional grid with the size of cell as 0.5 x 0.5 m

2
, that 

represent a single pedestrian typical space in a crowded situation. The mean speed of pedestrian is assigned as 1.0 

m/s for normal situation as reported in [12, 13, 15, 16], which also represent a pedestrian is moving at 0.5 m per 

time-step, t  that yields 0.5 s.t   

 
Fig-1. An 18 x 24 floor field with 40 pedestrians near the left side of exit A 

 
Consider a room with fixed dimensions. Each cell is assigned with a value representing its weight value to the 

exit with a principle such that pedestrian will always travel to a cell with a lower weight than their current cell. In 

short, the floor-field is formed by a rectangular grid with weight for each exit is assigned as 1, while its neighboring 

cells value are assigned based on the static-floor rules defined by [14] as follows: 

If a cell is assigned a value M, adjacent cells in the vertical or horizontal directions are each assigned a value M 

+ 1. For diagonal directions, a value of M +   is assigned adjacent cells, where 1.5.   

The repetitive weight assigning procedure is proceeding until all cells are evaluated. In addition, each wall in the 

field is also considered for weighting assignment by giving a very high weight value to ensure pedestrians will never 

occupy them. During the simulation, only the position of occupant is update for each time-step while the floor 

weight remains the same. 

For addition, we set some intelligent local rules as introduced in [11] to the propose model to produce a non-

deterministic model. The rules are as follows: 

(1) Determine the weighted value of each cell based on the distance between the exits, the location of the walls, and 

the distribution of occupants. The closer to exits, the lower the weight;  

(2) Each occupant chooses one of the neighboring cells based on their weighting in the grid;  

(3) If multiple occupants try to enter the same cell, they are assigned a random number and the occupant with the 

highest value moves there. 
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Fig-2. Values of the floor field in Fig. 1 computed based on static field rules 

 

As been mentioned above, it is known that the floor-field weight of the cell are depends to the location of cell to 

exits and obstacles. Since the obstacle parameter is constant, so the obtained floor-field for obstacle is independent to 

time and it is set to be static (see Fig. 1). We require the floor-field to update itself with respect to time for crowd 

distribution. Fig. 2 illustrated the obtained floor-field of Fig. 1 using the static-floor rules mentioned above. By 

applying this floor-field, the simulations show that all pedestrians will move towards exit A and none of them 

moving to exit B. In real scenario such situation is not acceptable. In the following section, the proposed floor-field 

which considered pedestrians distribution is establish. 

 

3. Description for Dynamic Cellular Automaton Model  
For the purposes of considering the pedestrians distribution during the evacuation process, we establish a 

dynamic floor-field model. By assuming that there are y (l = 1,2,3,…, k,…, y) evacuation exit, then this model is able 

to determine the floor-weight of cell x with respect to exit y in i-th step, 
( ) ( )y

iW x . There are three variables 

considered in this model are: 

(i) 
( ) ( )y

staticW x : The floor weight from x to y with respect to applied metric. 

 

(ii) 
( ) ( )y

iD x : The number of pedestrians who are nearer than x to y in i-th  

     step. 

 

(iii) 
( ) ( )y

iP x : The probability of pedestrian x selecting exit y as evacuation  

     route at i-th step. 

Therefore, we defined the dynamic floor-field in mathematical as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y y y y
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with P1 is the probability to nearest exit, P2 is the probability of jamming phenomenon at exit area, ni is the 

impatient degree of pedestrian x at i-th step and 
( )yE  is the width for exit y. Here, the 

( ) ( )y

i x  and 
( )y

i  denote 

the number of element of 
( ) ( )y

i x  and 
( )y

i  respectively. The 
( ) ( )y

staticW x  correspond to any other proper metric 

such as Euclidean, Manhattan or Dijkstra, but in this simulation, we use the metric introduced in Section 2 for 

computation. Also, 
( ) ( )y

in x is define as 

( ) ( )
( ) 0

( ) ( )

max 0

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )

y y
y i

i y y

v x v x
n x

v x v x





 

 

(5) 

with 
( ) ( )y

iv x  as the speed of pedestrian x at i-th step, 
( )

0 ( )yv x is the initial speed of pedestrian x, and 
( )

max

iv   

represent the maximum free-flow speed for pedestrian x.  

We included the defined impatient degree into this proposed model because there are some researches showing 

that pedestrian psychology such as impatient behavior could affects their choice in selecting evacuation route [2, 8, 

15]. When 
( ) ( )y

in x approximate to 0, meaning that pedestrian i is in normal mode. However, when 
( ) ( )y

in x

approximate to 1, this shows that pedestrian i is in extreme impatient mode and they are in rush to go out from the 

system as fast as possible. The probability to nearest exit, P1 is defined as follow: 
( )

1 ( )

max

( )
1

( )

y

i

y

d x
P

d x
   

 

(5) 

where 
( ) ( )y

id x is the distance from x to exit y at i-th time step, and 
( )

max ( )yd x is the maximum distance measures 

from all pedestrian that nearer than x to y. Eq. (5) shows that the shorter the distance of x to y, the higher the 

probability to select exit y as evacuation route. Conversely, if the distance of x is longer, then the probability to select 

exit y as evacuation route would become lower. The probability of the jamming phenomenon at exit area is defined 

as follow: 
( )

2

( )y

i

Total

i

N x
P

N
  

 

(6) 

where
( ) ( )y

iN x correspond to the number of pedestrian that nearer than x to y at i-th time step, and 
Total

iN is the 

total number of pedestrian still exist in the evacuation system at i-th time step.  

Since the proposed model is dynamic, thus, it is possible to observe that some of the pedestrians selecting an 

exit at first might change their choice to another exit after several time steps, regarding to their current situation. Fig. 

3 shows the snapshot of simulation after 90 time steps for the dynamic behavior mentioned above. From the figure, 

we observed that nine of the pedestrians moving towards exit B from exit A region. 
 

Fig-3. Snapshot of simulation given in Fig. 2 after 90 time step (left) and 120 time step (right) using 

proposed model. Nine of the pedestrians move towards exit B (lower right corner). 

 

3.1. Pedestrian Density Effect on Speed 
The higher the density at an area, the more likely pedestrians to move slower compare to their free-flow desire 

speed with the purpose to reduce the probability of a collision and injury. In the proposed model, pedestrians are 

moving at maximum speed in the hallway area but the speed is reduces when there are obstacle or other pedestrians 

around their neighborhood. Fruin [25] has studied the effect of density on speed and proposed that as the pedestrian 

density increases, the speed of movements swiftly drops correspondingly. Fig. 4 shows a graph by Fruin [25], which 

recommended that the movement speed reaches approximate to zero when the density approaches 4 pedestrians/m
2
. 
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Based on Fruin [25] finding, we implement the density effect defined by Siamak, et al. [10] as in Eq. (7) for the 

purposes of evaluation. The path is defined as the moveable neighborhood to the desire route. The three regions for 

the path located near the exits are all fix to equal sizes for the evaluation purposes.  

0

0

,  
Density Effect 

1,  otherwise

path

path


 






 



 

 

 

(7) 

From Eq. (7), path  is the path area density, while the margin area density represent by 0 is equal to the size 

of the path area. 
 

Fig-4. Relationship of pedestrian speed and density (from Fruin [23]) 
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4. Simulation Results  
For discussion purposes, the graph on speed-density relation obtained from proposed model simulation results 

are then compared to the empirical observation graphs reported by Schadschneider, et al. [26]. In addition, the 

simulation snapshots are compared through the real photos taken by surveillance camera install at the corner of the 

scene. After that, we presented the relationship between the evacuation times and the pedestrian flow rate in Fig. 10. 

Lastly, the proposed system applies to forecast whether placing an obstacle at the centre of the hallway area would 

offer a significant improvement to the overall system output. 

 

4.1. Speed-Density Graph Comparison 
The mentioned speed–density graph in Section 3.1 is suggested by Siamak, et al. [10] for comparison purposes. 

Therefore, the results are compared using the two graphs listed in Schadschneider, et al. [26]. Two of the most 

extremes graphs presented in Schadschneider, et al. [26] are Fruin’s and Predtechenskii–Milinskii’s (PM) graphs. 

The highest and the lowest desire speeds are each illustrated by Fruin’s (1.4 m/s) and PM’s (1.0 m/s) graphs 

respectively. Fruin’s state that the crowd will stop moving when the pedestrian density increase to 4 pedestrians/m
2
, 

while PM’s state that pedestrians will still continue moving at the speed below 0.2 m/s even when pedestrian density 

reach 8 pedestrians/m
2
. Such extreme densities which cover more than 4 pedestrian/m

2
 can sometimes be observed at 

the entrance of the hallway area. Therefore, we infer that the definite graph on speed–density relation for this 

hallway area is much similar to that described in PM graph. 

 
Fig-5. Sections of the hallway area for speed-density evaluation 
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Fig-6. Speed-density evaluation of the hallway area (a) with and (b) without an obstacle 

                                                  (a)                                                       (b) 

Siamak, et al. [10] stated that every evacuation surrounding there provides a different properties for different 

regions of that area. To obtain a different speed–density relation graphs for each region, we implement the guidelines 

proposed by Siamak, et al. [10]. Hence, the hallway area is split into sub-regions as in Fig. 5. Region N0 of the 

hallway area is the main crowded region as pedestrians tends to get out from the hall and move to their destination to 

N1, N2 or N3 region exit while they have to come in contact with pedestrians from N1 region that intends to move to 

N2 or N3 region. Furthermore, slower movements are observed at N0 as pedestrians move close to N2 walls or 

headed to N1 region. There are two entrance of pedestrians to hallway area which are located at region N0 and N1 

where delays in the area is create by pedestrians when they crossing to N1, N2 or N3 region in order to evacuate the 

hallway area. Since N1, N2 and N3 regions exist, none such extreme characteristic, so it is suitable to be used for 

evaluating our model efficiency (Fig. 6(b)). 

Fig. 7 shows the comparison between Fruin’s and PM’s graphs along with the proposed model graphs on speed–

density relation for N1, N2 and N3 regions. From the proposed model graph at N1, N2 and N3 regions, we observed, 

they behaved similarly to PM’s graph along with their initial desire speed approximately around 1.0 m/s. By 

considering the variation between PM’s graph with the proposed model speed-density graph at N1, N2 and N3 

regions, we can infer that the proposed model is comparable to fundamental PM’s graph. We would like to state that 

the maximum density in the propose model is 4.25 pedestrians/m
2
. Besides, even with extreme high demand levels, 

it is incapable of achieving densities higher than 5 pedestrians/m
2
 in N1, N2 and N3 regions. 

 

4.2. Visual Comparison 
In early section, we state that the hallway area has few characteristics in specific areas that cause the jammed at 

N0 region. This proposed model simulation on the motion during evacuation is generally based on the visual 

observation on pedestrian movement at hallway area in the video capture during the evacuation process. Pedestrian 

main intention is to move in leave the hallway area to their prefer exit as fast as possible. Though, the dense area 

around N0 region would produces additional resistance against pedestrians follow from behind the flow. This 

resistance creates an extreme dense and congested area at N0 region of hallway area, whereas a less congested scene 

was observed at other regions.  

 
Fig-7. Speed-density relation in the N1, N2, and N3 sections 
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Some snapshots of simulation at low, medium and very high flow rate are shows in Fig. 8, and also available is 

the actual scene from surveillance photo that shows the flow of pedestrians during the evacuation. From the 

observation, it seems that the congested scene at east side and west side of N0 are reproduced using the proposed 

model simulation.  

 

4.3. Evacuation Times and Flow Rates  
The resulting slower motion is observed in simulation are due to the huge number of pedestrians that build up in 

the hallway area. We run the simulation for 5 different flow rates, which are: 25, 75, 175, 225 and 275 pedestrians 

per minute. Each of these levels correspond to low, medium, high, very high and extremely high flow rates (see Fig. 

10). Fig. 9 shows the results of the mention simulations. From the simulations, decrement in average evacuation time 

along with the increase of flow rate is observed. 

 
Fig-8. Simulation snapshots of (a) medium, (b) high, and (c) very high pedestrian flow rates. 

Surveillance photographs of real scenes (d–f) 

 

Additionally, we also found out that there was a significant decrease in evacuation time before the flow rates 

reach over 75 pedestrians per minute (see Fig. 10). The approximate flow rate that causes such significant decrease is 

around 50 pedestrians per minute from the results finding. Simulation results also showed that pedestrian jamming 

quickly build up at the area of N0 once the flow rate reach over 75 pedestrians per minute. At such stage of flow 

rate, we observed that the jamming starting to extend to Region N1 and N2 which cause delays in evacuation time. 

Such extreme jamming levels could develop into a hazardous situation as pedestrians tend to push each other during 

this time due to influence of psychological factor i.e. impatient mood or panic. 

The propose model shows that the average speeds and the evacuation times in the simulation matches the range 

of speeds and duration in actual scene data. Thus, in near future, it is suggested to acquire more data in order to 

perform an accurately calibrate with the simulation parameters in such event of pedestrian simulation. 

 
Fig-9. Evacuation time for different pedestrian flow rates 
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Fig-10. Comparison of simulations with the current design of the hallway 

and a what-if scenario where an obstacle is added 

 

4.4. Example Application of Simulation 
In this section, the propose model is used to simulate the hallway area and to identify the effect of some 

specific changes that would produce a considerable improvement in the throughput of the system. In this what-if 

scenario experiment, an obstacle is placed at the centre of the hallway area. Based on the results of proposed model 

simulation, by placing an obstacle in the mentioned area demonstrate a considerable outcome on the throughput of 

the evacuation system. The reason is that by placing obstacle at the centre of the hallway can split the pedestrian 

flow and reduce the collision path of pedestrians coming from N1 to N2 region. This also provides a smoother path 

for pedestrians moving from N0 to N2 and N0 to N1 regions.  

 
Fig-11. Simulation snapshot of the what-if scenario 

 

Compare to the current design of the hallway, pedestrians have to pass through the centre area in the collision 

that walks toward N3 region from N0. Conversely, by placing the obstacle at the centre, the number of pedestrian 

crossing through the hallway centre to N1 and N2 regions are reduced. Most of pedestrians from N1 prefer to pass 

through the southern side of the obstacle to N2 region in order to avoid the crowded scene at N0 region. The results 

from the simulation are a smoother movement and less crowded hallway centre. Additionally, the model provided is 

able to reduce jamming and duration needed to evacuate from the hallway area. Fig. 9 shows the simulation results 

and Fig. 11 showed the simulation snapshot for the scenario. The what-if scenario experiment of using the propose 

model simulation shows that the flow rate at 175 pedestrians per minute would yield 307 pedestrians or 12.6% 

additional output within a 12 minute interval. 

 

5. Conclusion 
The overall results shown by the proposed model have proof its capabilities that suitable for application in a 

complex and very crowded event simulation. In this paper, we have introduced a dynamic cellular automaton model 

for simulated the pedestrian movement. In addition, we also implemented an additional route, selecting variable for 

enhancing pedestrian exit-route selecting ability. The model is used to performed simulate for hall evacuation to 

hallway area and also to investigate pedestrian behaviours during the evacuation process. This model is also being 

applied to perform a what-if situation and predict whether significant changes to the hallway area would produce a 

better outcome compare to the current design system. For future work, we will carry on the studying of pedestrian 

movement during the evacuation that involves grouping movement and also, some additional parameters such as age 

and psychological feature of individual actions will be includes with the purpose of constructing a crowd simulation 

that capable in reproducing a more realistic scene for analysis and study.   
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